
tshirts 

 marilu has the final design from the company 

 could maybe sell after thanksgiving break 

PR event 

 good things about sam 

 Anthony, Brandon, Nicholas replacing Sam when he took a break- hard to see who was better 

board game night 

 went well, not sure how much can be attributed to matt 

 some people may not have known what to do- games could be better presented 

steak and shake 

 peter  kinda failed, but was a really hard event 

tf2 night 

 Kieran doesn’t like it because it wasn’t fun 

 6-7 people, could be attributed to lack of laptops or really bad time (~9PM) 

status on decommissioning social event chair 

 kieran and arin in favor 

 henry maybe/not enough data 

 paul, sean conditionally yes 

 marilu concerned about how many ideas we can get from people   

suggestion box 

 protect me knight- got the trial version 

other events 

 anthony wants to go to a comic book store 

 kieran’s special movie night 

 clemons wants to go to LAG 

pokemon draft 11/30-12/1 

 could maybe not happen 

 need a list to make sure people would play 

movie night 12/7 

 redline with anthony 

rock band night 

 currently 12/8, could be moved to 12/1 if pokemon draft doesn’t happen 

 nicholas needs to check how many people can play at once (how many setups)  

  should talk to gaby 

 elections 12/8 

 currently in psych, could move to greg or move to psych 31 

64 tournament 12/9 

 DKH 317 4PM 

 Robert has an entire setup 

 we have 8 controllers + console 

want to get the schedule for next semester as quickly as possible 

 social events 



 henry’s events 

  league of legends 

  gaming for charity 

do it correctly with child’s play this time  

figure out what games people will be playing ASAP- will have quality control 

  brawl again 

  magic- Robert, matt, and marilu can judge 

  new eligibility rules 

this weekend 

 kieran wants skyfall (Thursday?) 

 sean wants a dinner Friday night or Saturday night 


